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ABSTRACT 
Positive operators on certain polyhedral cones with the property that the group 
inverse of the operator is equal to some power of the operator are characterized. The 
special case of the Moore-Penrose inverse is also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers Harary and Mint [3] have identified those nonsingular 
nonnegative matrices which are self-inverse, and Berman [l] has determined 
when a nonnegative matrix is equal to its Moore-Penrose inverse. The authors 
extended these results in [4] by characterizing all nonnegative matrices with 
the property that the group inverse or the Moore-Penrose inverse of the 
matrix is equal to some power of the matrix. These characterizations are 
stated below in Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. A different approach to this problem is 
considered in [5] and [6]. The purpose of this paper is to generalize these 
results to positive operators on certain types of polyhedral cones. The 
remainder of this section is a summary of definitions and elementary results; 
Sections 2 and 3 contain the main results for the group inverse and the 
Moore-Penrose inverse, respectively. 
A nonempty subset K of Euclidean n-space R” which is closed mlder 
addition and under multiplication by nonnegative scalars is called a (convex) 
cone in R”. If K is also closed topologically, has c nonempty interior K”, and 
satisfies K n ( - K ) = { 0) , then K is called a propir cone. 
The set of all nonnegative linear combinations of a finite set S of vectors in 
R” is a polyhedral cone. If P is a matrix whose columns form a maximal 
nonnegatively independent subset of S, then these columns generate the same 
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polyhedral cone K as S. We call P a minimal generating matrix of K and write 
K=G(P). 
If K is a cone in R”, then an n X n matrix A which maps K into K is called 
a positive operator on K. The set of all positive operators on K is denoted by 
r(K). 
Let A be a complex matrix. The unique solution X of the system of four 
equations 
AXA=A, (1) 
XAX=X, (2) 
(AX)*=AX, (3) 
(XA)*=XA (4) 
is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of A and is denoted by A+. The group 
inverse of A, if it exists, is the unique matrix A# which satisfies (l), (2), and 
AX=XA. (5) 
It is easy to check that A#=Ak for some positive integer k if and only if 
Akt2 =A. In this case, Akf’ is idempotent. Moreover A+ =Ak if and only if 
Ak+’ =A and Akf’ is Hermitian. In either case, A generates a finite cyclic 
group. 
NOTE. Throughout the paper, A*=Ak or A+ =Ak for some positive 
integer k will mean that k is the least such positive integer. 
2. GROUP INVERSES 
In this section we consider positive operators A on a polyhedral cone 
K = G( P), where P is nX r with PTP=l,, r> 1. We give necessary conditions 
for A#=Ak in terms of the form of APPT. Conversely, these conditions are 
sufficient for ( APPT)#=( APPT)k =AkPPT. Since PTP=Z, APPTx=Ax for 
every x~ K. We observe that for those AE~( K) such that APPT =A (e.g., if 
A = PMPT for M > 0, or if P is orthogonal), our conditions are necessary and 
sufficient for A*=Ak. 
The characterization of nonnegative matrices M such that M#t=Mk will 
be needed, so we state it as the first theorem. The proof is given in [4]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let M he a square nonnegative matrix, Mf 0. Then 
M#t= Mk for some positive integer k if and only if there exists a permutation 
matrix Q such that 
[M, 0 ... 0 U, 
Q’MQ= 8. ..“?.. ::‘...!...; 
0 MS s 
1 v, v, * . v, N 
and all four of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Each Mi is square, irreducible, and nonzero. 
(b) Each matrix 
Bi = 
Mi C$ 
i 1 v; N, 
satisfies one of the following two statements: 
(i) Mz =Mi and Mi =uivr, where ui >O, vi >O and vrui ~1; C<. =uicT for 
some ci 20; v. =divT for some di >O; c,Td, =O; and N, =dicT. 
(ii) M,? # Mi and 
0 uil”Tz 0 . . . 0 
0 0 ui2v;s '.. 0 
M,= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
0 0 0 . . . Uik,v:’ k +I z , 
ui k +l’JL 0 0 . . . 0 L 1, 
where the zero blocks on the main diagonal are square; uii >O and vii >0 for 
j=l,..., ki +l; 
k, +I 
n v$Qi=l; 
j=l 
ki + 1 divides k+ 1; 
uilc*i 
CJ= 
i 1 ui 2’5 . . . * . . . . . . T Ut,k,+lCi,k,+l 
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for some dii>O, i-l,..., ki+l;c~dih=Oforallj,h=l,...,ki+l;and 
k, +l 
N,= x diic&, 
j=l 
where the subscripts are taken module ki + 1. 
(c) N=Z”=,N,. 
(d) U,y =O for all i, j= l,.. ., s. 
Moreover, k+ 1 is the least common multiple of all the integers ki + 1 which 
correspond to the Bi that satisfy (b)(ii). Zf every Bi satisfies (b)(i), then k= 1. 
Further, U,N=OandN~=Ofori=l,...,~,andN~=O.Ztisunderstoodthat 
the blocks Vi, Vi, and N need not appear. 
The following lemma will be needed in several places. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be an n X n matrix, and let P be an n X r matrix such 
that PTP= I,, r> 1. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) P+=PT. 
(ii) Zf AP= PM for some rX r matrix M, and if A#= Ak [A+ = Ak] for some 
positive integer k, then M*=Mk [M’=Mk]. 
(iii) Zf A= PMPT for some r X r matrix M, then A#= Ak [A+ = Ak] for some 
positive integer k if and only if M*= Mk [M + =Mk]. 
Proof. Statement (i) follows at once from the definition of P +. For (ii), 
we first observe that 
PPTAP=PPTPM=PM=AP. 
Applying this repeatedly and using Akt2 = A, we have 
Furthermore M kt ’ is Hermitian if Ak+’ is. Therefore M#=Mk [M += Mk]. 
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Part of (iii) follows from (ii). For the other part, assume M*= M” 
[M + =Mk]. Then, since PTP=Z, Ak+2 = PMki2PT=PMPT =A. Also Ak+’ is 
Hermitian if Mk+’ is. Hence AS=Ak [A+ =Ak]. n 
An orthogonal decomposition of a (polyhedral) cone K is a set of (poly- 
hedral) subcones K,, . . . , K, of K such that 
K=K,@K,@ . ..CBK t, 
where, if ki EK,, then krk, =O for all i#i. 
We will need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 2.4. The proof 
is given in [2]. 
LEMMA 2.3. lf K = G(P) is (I polyhedral cone, then x E K” if and only if 
there exists a vector h>O such that x= Ph. 
We consider now an important special case which will be used to obtain 
the general result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let K =G( P) be a polyhedral cone in R” with PTP= I,, 
r> 1. Let A ET(K), with AP=PM, M>O, and assume there exists a permuta- 
tion matrix Q such that 
satisfies conditions (a)-(d) of Theorem 2.1 (with s= 1 and k, =k) and 
M: #Ml. 
(i) Then there exists an orthogonal decomposition of K, 
K=K,@K,CB . ..@Kk+.@L, 
and 
APPT =A, +A, + . . +Ak+l, 
where, for each i= 1,. . . , k + 1, 
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subscripts taken rr~odulo kt 1; xi, yi EK,?; wi, zi EL; w;z,, =O for all I’, h= 
1 ,..., k+l; and 
(ii) Foreach h=l,...,k+l, 
for some scalar a,, >O. 
(iii) We have that APPI‘ ET(K) and 
where the inside sum is tuken over all indices 0 < i, < i, & . . . i k < k - 1 such 
that i, -i,_ 1 < 1. 
Proolf. Partition PQ=[P,, P2,..., Pk+l, PJ so that the number of col- 
umns in the matrix Pi is equal to the order of uli, i= 1,. . . , k+ 1. Define the 
following polyhedral subcones of K: Ki = G( pi) for j = 1,. . . , k + 1, and L = 
G(P,,). Let ki EKE, j=l,..., k+ 1, and let k, EL. Then ki=Pibi for some 
bi >O, and k, =PLbL for some h, 20. Now PTP=Z, so, for all i#h, 
krk,, =biPiTP,,br, =O, 
and, for j=l,..., kfl, 
k?k = b?P.TP b =0 
I L ,,LZ. . 
Thus 
K=K,@ . ..@K.+,@L 
is an orthogonal decomposition of K. 
Now let xi = Piuli, yi = Pivli, zi =PLd,i,andwj=P,c,ifori=l ,..., k+l. 
For simplicity, we will omit the first subscript on the U’S, v’s, c ‘s, and cl ‘s in 
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the rest of this proof. Then 
ktl 
APPT=PQ(QTMQ)(PQ)T= 2 Ai, 
j=l 
where 
=xiyf-+, +xjw~+zjy,~+zjwiT_l 
for i-l,..., k+ 1, with subscripts taken modulo k-t 1. By Lemma 2.3, xi, yj E 
KF, since ui>O and vi>O. Also zj, wj EL, since ci a0 and dj 20. Since 
P*P= I, we have 
k+l k+l k+l 
and, for all j,h=l,..., kfl, 
T q z,, = c,?P;P,,d ,, = ciTd,, = 0. 
This proves (i). 
Now P*P=Z implies that A,.A,,=O for j#h-1, h, so, for each h=l,..., 
k+ 1, 
k+l 
APP*A,, = 2 AjA,l 
i=l 
This proves (ii) with LY~ =viu,,. For (iii), Theorem 2.1 gives Mff=Mk, so, by 
applying Lemma 2.2 (iii) to APP*, we have (APP*)“=( APPT)k =AkPPT. 
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Thus repeated use of APP*A,, =Ah_rAh +A,A,, yields 
where the inside sum extends over all indices O< i, <i, < . . . G i, G k - 1 
with i, -it-l s 1. n 
Before proving the main result of this section, we make a definition. Given 
a cone K in R” and an n X n matrix A. Let 
K=K,cl3 . . . $K,a3L 
be an orthogonal decomposition of K. Then 
A=A, +A, + . . . +A, 
is a corresponding orthogonal decomposition of A if Ai En( K,@ L) for 
i=l ,...,t; AiA,=O for all ifj; andAiKi={O} for all ifi. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let K=G( P) be a polyhedral cone in R” with P*P=Z,, 
r> 1. Zf A Ea( K) and A*=Ak for some positive integer k, then the following 
condition (C) holds. 
(C) There exists an orthogonal decomposition of K, 
K=K,@K,@ . . . $K,$L 
and a corresponding orthogonal decomposition of APP*, 
APP* =A, +A, + . . . +A,, 
such that each pair Ki, Ai satisfies one of the following two statements: 
(i) A: =Ai and Ai =“iy,~+~iwWT+=iyT+=iwT, where xi, yi EKF with 
y,Tx, =l, and zi, wi EL. In this case AT=Ai. 
(ii) A: #Ai, and there exists an orthogonal decomposition of Ki, 
Ki =Ki,@Ki,@ ‘. . $Ki k +1, 3 , 
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where ki + 1 divides k+ 1, and a submatrix Pi of P which generates K,@ L 
such that 
AifiEr=Ail +Ai, + . . . +Ai,k,+l, 
where, for each j= 1,. . . , ki + 1, 
Aii =xiiz&+r +riiw; +z~~zJ,~+~+u~‘~_~, 
subscripts tuken modulo ki + 1; xii, yii EKE; wii, zii EL; and 
Moreover wfli,zr,+ =O for all i,,i,=l,..., s and all j,=l,..., k,,+l, 
i2=1,..., ki, + 1, where wii =mi and zii =zi in case A: =Ai. 
Conversely, if condition (C) holds, then APPT ET(K) and (APP’)*= 
AkPPT, where k-t 1 is the least common multiple of al1 the integers ki + 1 for 
which Ai hcis the form given in (ii). If each Ai has the form given in (i), then 
k= 1. It is understood that the cone L, and the matrices involving vectors in 
L, need not appear. 
Proof Since AET(K), AP=PM for some M>O. If A*=Ak for some 
positive integer k, then M#=Mk by Lemma 2.2(ii). Thus there exists a 
permutation matrix Q such that Q’MQ has the form given in Theorem 2.1. 
Partition PQ = [ P1, . . . , P,, PJ conformally with Q’MQ. Define the following 
subcones of K: Ki =G( Pi), for i= 1,. . . , s, and L=G(P,). Since PrP= I, it 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 that 
K=K,63 .@K,@L 
is an orthogonal decomposition of K. Now block multiplication yields 
APPT=PQ(QTMQ)(PQ)T= $ Ai, 
i=l 
where 
Ai =PiMiP,T+PiU,PE+P&PiT+PLNiP; 
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From PrP= I and the form just given for Ai, it follows that AiAi =O for all 
ifi and that A,l$={O} for all i#i. Also 
so Ai E~I(K~@L). Thus APPT=Xs=iAi is a corresponding orthogonal de- 
composition of APPT. [Note that in fact APPr E~(K~@L).] 
If Mz = Mi for some i, then, using (b)(i) of Theorem 2.1, we have 
Then xi = P,u, and yi = P,v, belong to Ko, since ui > 0 and Vi >O; and 
z i = P,>d i and wi = PLci belong to L. Substituting, we have 
with y,?r, =v~PiTPiui =$ui = 1 and wrzi =ciTPTPLdi =ciTdi ~0. It is easy to 
check that A: = A i and hence A’f = A i. Thus (i) holds. 
On the other hand, if Mf #Mi for some i, let Pi =[P,, PJ. Then 
Ai E~(G(~~))=~(K~@L). Applying Theorem 2.4(l) to Ai and K,CBL, we 
have that (ii) holds. Moreover Theorem 2.l(b)(’ ) ii asserts that clTdi,l =O for all 
i,h=l,..., ki + 1, which guarantees that w~~,z~,,~, =O for all permissible _ _ 
values of the indices. 
Conversely, assume condition (C) holds, and consider a matrix Ai satisfy- 
ing (ii). Let Pii generate K,,, i=l,. . . , ki + 1, and let PL generate L. There 
exist vectors uii >O, vii >O, cii >O, and dii 2 0 such that 
Xii =Piiuii, yii =Piivii, zii =PLdii, and wii =PLdii, 
for i=l,..., ki+I. Let Pio=[Pi, ,..., Pi,ki+l]. Then Ki=G(Pi,), PiiPio=Z, 
and 
where the nonnegative matrix 
Bi = 
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satisfies (b)(ii) of Theorem 2.1, and Mi is irreducible. Thus B,F=Bff by 
Theorem 2.1, and hence (Ai~i~~T)#=(AiIsi~)k~ by Lemma 2.2(iii). 
Let k-t 1 be the least common multiple of all the integers ki + 1 for which 
At #Ai. Then, since A,A,=O for i#i, 
(APPT)k+2= i A;+2. 
i=l 
Since the submatrix lsi of P generates K,@L and A, Ki = (0) for if i, 
Ai PPT =AipipiT. Hence 
APPT=A(PPT)‘= i AiPPT= i A$$;. 
i=l i=l 
But AjeFF ET(K~@L), so APPT ET(K). By Theorem 2.4(iii), (Aipi@T)k+2 
= A i Pi pi’. Hence 
( APZ’T)k+2= (APPT)k+2pPT = i A;+2PPT 
i=l 
= i A;+‘f!p;= i (AiliiP-i)k+2 
i=l i=l 
= i Aipi-j+ f: AiPPT 
i=l i=l 
=APP*. 
Therefore (APPT)#=(APPT)k =AkPPT. H 
Any solution X of Equation (l), AXA =A, is called a (l>inuerse of A, and 
is denoted by A(“. We conclude this section by showing that if A E vr( K), 
A #O, where K is any cone, K not necessarily polyhedral, then A(‘), and 
hence A# or A+, cannot be equal to certain polynomials in A. Since A = CB 
implies A(‘) = c ~ ‘B(l), we can assume that the polynomial is manic. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let K he a cone in R”. Zf A En(K), A#O, and if 
‘. +a,A+a,Z, (6) 
whereai>Ofori=O,..., k-l, thenwemusthaveai =Oforalli=O,..., k-l. 
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Proof. If A”’ is the polynomial defined in (6) then 
Ak+2 +ak_iAk+i + . . . +a A3 +-a A2 =A, 
1 0 
which implies that A’-’ =O if A is nilpotent of index t> 1. Thus A is not 
nilpotent, so the Perron root p of A is positive. Also, the minimum polynomial 
for A divides 
x(xk+l + . . . +a,2+a,x-1)=x9(x). 
Thus p is the only positive root of 9(r). Let the remaining roots of 9(r) be 
ri, rZ, . . . , rk. Then 
P 
k+l+ . . 
which implies 
r1r2 . . .rkl=pk +a,_#-’ + . . . +a,p+a, >pk 
unless ai= for all i=O,..., k - 1. But this implies ( 1; 1 >p for some i, a 
contradiction. n 
3. THE MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE 
Let K be a cone and let A ET( K). Suppose A generates a finite cyclic 
group. In this section we consider the special case where the idempotent of 
this group is symmetric, and thus A# =A+ = Ak. The characterization of 
nonnegative matrices M such that M + = Mk for some positive integer k will 
be needed, so we state it as the first theorem of this section. The proof is 
given in [4]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a square nonnegative matrix. Then M + = Mk 
for some positive integer k if and only if there exists a permutation matrix Q 
such that Q’MQ is the direct sum of matrices, each of which is of one of the 
following three types: 
(i) zzT, where z is a positive vector with .zTz= 1; 
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0 d,u,u; 0 ... 0 
0 0 d,u,u; . ‘. 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . 4%4+;l 
Jt+iUt+lU: 0 0 
. . . 0 
where the zero blocks on the main diagonal are square, t + 1 divides k-t 1, ui 
is a positive vector and di a positive scalar for i = 1,2,. . . , t + 1, and 
(iii) a zero matrix. 
Moreover, k-t 1 is the least common multiple of all the integers t + 1 corre- 
sponding to summands of type (ii). If each summand is of type (i) or type (iii), 
then k= 1. 
Let K be a cone, and let A ET(K). If A maps K\(O) into K”, then A is 
strictly positive. In case every eigenvector in K of A lies in fact in K”, then A 
is K-irreducible. Following Schneider and Vidyasgar [7], we write 
r’(K)= {A ET(K)JA is K-irreducible} 
and 
n+(K)={AEr(K)IA is strictly positive}. 
Note that n+(K)ca’(K)c~(K). 
The next theorem of this section extends a result of Bums, Fiedler, and 
Haynsworth [2]. Let p(A) denote the spectral radius of A. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let K = G( P) be a polyhedral cone in R”, where P is 
n X r, with rank r. Let A = PMQ, where Q is any left inverse of P, and M is an 
r X r nonnegative matrix. Then 
(i) A ET( K); 
(ii) A ET’(K) if and only if M is irreducible, and in this case p( A)=p( M); 
(iii) AE~+(K) if and only if M>O. 
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Proof. (i): Since QP=I,, AP=PM, so AET(K). 
(ii): Assume A ET’( K ). Let x20 be an eigenvector of M corresponding to 
the eigenvalue X. Then Px E K since x 2 0, and 
A(Px)=PMx=A(Px), 
so X is an eigenvalue of A with corresponding eigenvector Px. Thus Px E K ‘, 
so, by Lemma 2.3, Px=Pb for some b>O. Since QP=Z,, x=b>O. Therefore 
M is irreducible. 
Conversely, assume M is irreducible. Let X be an eigenvalue of A which 
has a corresponding eigenvector x in K. Let x= Pb, b >O. Then PMQx= hx, 
so, since QP=I,, M(Qx)=h(Qx). Now Qx=b>O, so, since M is irreducible, 
h=p(M)andQx=b>O. ThusxEK0byLemma2.3,soAEa’(K). Moreover 
p(A) = p( M), since the eigenvector of A corresponding to p(A) lies in K. 
(iii): Assume M>O. Let 0#k~K; then k=Pb for some b>O. Then 
Mb>O, so 
Ak=APb=PMbEKO. 
Hence A ~n+( K). 
Conversely, assume A E r ‘(K ). Let b 2 0, and let k= Pb E K. Now Ak E 
KO, so Ak=Pc for some c>O by Lemma 2.3. Thus 
PMb=APb=Ak=Pc, 
so Mb=c>O. Therefore M>O. n 
As in the last section, we consider positive operators A on a polyhedral 
cone K=G( P), where P is nXr with PTP=I,, r> 1. Again we give necessary 
conditions for At =Ak, and these conditions are sufficient for (APPT)’ = 
AkPPT. In case APPT=A (e.g., if A=PMPT for M>O or if P is orthogonal), 
then the conditions are necessary and sufficient for A’ = Ak. 
We first investigate K-irreducible positive operators. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K=G(P) be a polyhedral cone in R” with PTP=Z,, 
r> 1. Zf A Ev’( K), if A’P#AP, and if A+ =Ak for some positive integer k, 
then APPT Ea’( K) and the following condition (*) holds: 
(*) There exists an orthogonal decomposition of K, 
K=K,@K@ . . . C13Kk+l, 
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and 
APP* =d,x,x; f d,x,x; + . . . +dk+lxk+lx;, 
where xi EZZ~ and di is a positive scalar.for i= 1,. . . , k+ 1, and 
ktl 
n djx;xi=l. 
j=l 
Conversely, if A ET’(K) and if condition (*) holds, then (APP*)’ = 
AkPP *. 
Proof. Since AE~‘(K)~~(K), we have AP=PM for some M30. Since 
P*P=Z, APP* ET(K). Let k be an eigenvector in K of APPT. Then k=Pb for 
some b>O, and APPTk=APb=Ak, so kEK”, sinceAEm’(K). ThusAPPT E 
P’( K ), so, by Theorem 3.2(ii), M is irreducible. By Lemma 2.2(ii), M + = Mk. 
Since A2P#AP, M2 #M. 
Thus there exists a permutation matrix Q such that Q*MQ has form (ii) of 
Theorem 3.1 with t = k. Partition PQ= [PI,. . , , Pkfl] conformally with Q’MQ. 
Let Ki=G(P,), j=l,..., k-t 1. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, 
K=K,@ -..@Kk+l 
is an orthogonal decomposition of K. Let xi =Piui, i= 1,. . . , k+ 1. Then 
APPT=PQ(QTMQ)(PQ)* 
k+l 
= 2 dixjx;+l, 
j=l 
where the subscripts are taken modulo k+ 1. Since each ui >O, xi E KF by 
Lemma 2.3. From P*P=Z and Theorem 3.1, it follows that flik=+:dixrxi = 
flik,+llClju~P~Pjuj =lIik=+llctju~uj =l. Thus condition (*) holds. 
Conversely, if A ~a’( K) and condition (*) holds, then, since the decom- 
position of K is orthogonal, xyxi =O for all i # j. This, together with 
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flFz^=t,‘dirFxi = 1, gives (APPT)kt2 = APPT, and (APPT)kt’ = 
d,d, .-.d Zk_f’x.xT x. XT ktl I 1 I t+l tfl tf2” ‘xi+kxT> which is symmetric. Hence 
(APPT)+ =(APPT)k =AkPPT. n 
We now turn to the general case of A Ea( K) with A’ =Ak. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let K = G( P) be a polyhedral cone in R” with PTP=I,, 
r>l, and let AET( K). lf A+ =Ak for some positive integer k, then the 
following condition (* *) holds: 
(**) There exists an orthogonal decomposition of K. 
K=K,@K,@ .-.@K,, 
and a corresponding orthogonal decomposition of APPT, 
APPT =A, +A, + . . . +A,, 
such that each pair Ki, Ai satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(i) Ai =xixr where xi E Ko and xFxi = 1. This is the case if AtP=A, P. 
(ii) There exists an orthogonal decomposition of Ki, 
Ki=Ki,$Ki2@ .-.@3Ki t +1, s 8 
where ti + 1 divides k-t 1, and 
Ai =dilxilx;2 +di2xi2xr3 + . . . +di,t,+l~i,t,+l~;l 
where xii EKE and dij is a positive scalar for j=l,..., ti+l, and 
t, + 1 
n diix;xii = 1. 
j=l 
Conversely, if (**) holds, then APPT ET(K), and (APPT)’ =AkPPT, 
where k + 1 is the least common multiple of all the integers ti + 1 for which Ai 
has the form given in (ii). lf every Ai has the form given in (i), then k= 1. 
Proof. Since A ET(K), AP= PM for some M>O. Since A+ =Ak, Lemma 
2.3(ii) gives M + = Mk. By Theorem 3.1, there exists a permutation matrix Q 
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such that 
QTMQ=M1@Mz@ . . * cr3M,cI30, 
where each M, is of type (i) or (ii) of Theorem 3.1. Partition PQ= 
[Pi,..., P,, P,+i] conformally with QTMQ. Then 
APPr=A, +A, + . . . +A,, (7) 
where Ai = Pi Mi Pi’. Let Ki = G( Pi ). Then as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, 
K=K,@ . . . $K s 
is an orthogonal decomposition of K, and (7) is a corresponding orthogonal 
decomposition of APPT. 
If Mi satisfies (i) of Theorem 3.1, then Mi =.zizT, where zi >O and 
.zFzi ~1. Let xi =Pizi. Then xi EKE by Lemma 2.3, xTxi =zf’PiTPizi =l, and 
xixF=PiMiPiT=Ai, so (i) of condition (**) holds. On the other hand, if Mi 
satisfies (ii) of Theorem 3.1, then Mf #Mi, so AtPi #AiPi. Now Mi is 
irreducible, so Ai Ed’ by Theorem 3.2(ii). Thus, by Theorem 3.3, the 
pair Ki, Ai satisfy (ii). Thus (**) holds. 
The proof of the converse is a simplified version of the proof of the 
converse of Theorem 2.5, and hence is omitted. n 
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